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DID YOU KNOW?
There is a memorial at Paxon
High School for Bessie Coleman,
the first black woman to get a
pilot’s license.
I learned it thanks to a JWJ
History Fair project!
Coleman was daring, brave,
and pioneering. She gained
her expertise YEARS before
Amelia Earhart. In 1926, she
came to Jacksonville to star
in an air show as she was
known for her flying displays.
While scouting sights for her
parachute jump, her plane
went into a sudden dive,
crashing into what is now
Paxon’s athletic fields. Her
mechanic, Mr. Willis, had not
secured his tools and a
wrench slid and jammed the
controls of the plane.
“Books have been written about
Coleman, and she was honored with a
postal service stamp. Mae Jemison, the
first black women to fly in space, called
Coleman an inspiration. On the
anniversary of her death, pilots in Chicago
do a flyover past her grave.” Times-Union

7th grader Jacob takes on the final challenge of Mrs. Temples’s Escape Room. If his
team got all of the separate room’s answers correct, a cipher will reveal the ultimate
combination to unlock the winning prizes!

Can you escape?
Turning learning into a game “unlocks” the fun
Mrs. Temples’s 7th grade gifted science class had to rely on their
content knowledge, synthesizing skills, and their cleverness in order to
ESCAPE from 5 different skills based challenges. Some “rooms” (you
can think of these like stations) incorporated reading comprehension
skills paired with a science article in order to reveal an encrypted
message. Another room was designed around a “pollution match-up”
to guide students through the effects of urbanization. The final task
had multiple parts that called on students to combine previous
outcomes and skills in order to expose a code word. It was SUCH an
exciting day! Thank you, Mrs. Temples, for crafting such an incredible
learning experience!

Students in Mrs. Temples’s class work through multiple tasks in their Classroom Escape Room

Mrs. Byers really upped the complexity with
an enrichment activity in Geometry. Students
had to work backwards to create the proof
for the Pythagorean Theorem!
As students worked through their theories and
trials, Mrs. Byers visited with each pair gently
providing advice and directing their thinking,
“THINK AREAS!”

BANNED BOOKS
7th grade students take on censorship and the banning of books as an extension of the
novel study of the dystopic novel Fahrenheit 451. Each group chose a previously banned
children’s book, analyzed it for what it was accused of, traced the argument to both sides of
the challenge, and determined their own claims on the “danger” of the book’s ideas.
Mrs. Swearingen’s
8th grade World
History class
completed an
ENRICHMENT
project on “Winter
Holidays from
Around the World”
as a means to
study the diversity
at JWJ. Upon their
arrival back to
school after our
own Winter Break,
they began
presenting their
History Fair
Projects!

Mr. French’s 6th grade gifted science
class conducted a lab on Kinetic and
Potential energy. The lab explores the
variables of starting height and mass of
three different balls and how each of
the variables affect velocity. A few
weeks later, they parlayed these skills
into a computer simulation lab on
FORCES and MOTION.

Spotlight on Robotics

The JWJ Robotics Technical Trojans are
RACKING UP THE AWARDS and DISTINCTIONS.
Our school has two teams, BLACK and GREEN,
and both compete at various competitions
throughout the city and region.

In early January, the Black team placed 1st for
CORE VALUES in the First Lego Qualifier to earn
a berth to the Regionals.
Then, just this past Saturday on February 2nd,
our Green team won the High Robot Award in
another competition.
Our Black and Green Teams will face each other
in late February at Regionals!
Way to go Coach Temples and Coach Cruise!

